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APPLIED PROBLEMS OF MATHEMATICS AND MECHANICS

Rasim Sh. ISMAILOV, Polad F. GAHRAMANOV

THE MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF
MOVEMENT OF BIPHASE ENVIRONMENTS

EVAPORATION

Abstract

The work is devoted to construction of the equations of movement of biphase
environments with evaporation. Thus environment is considered as a continuum
consisting of set of the big number of various groups of particles. Application
of fundamental laws of preservation, receives the equations of carry of weight,
a pulse and energy.

For the determining equations models viscous and nonlinear viscously plastic
environments, and also the law of heat conductivity Fourier are used. Corre-
sponding boundary conditions are resulted. It is shown that the received equa-
tions of movement are the general as at those or other assumptions, from them
as special cases follow the known equations of hydrodynamics.

Last years a new area of physical mechanics of continuous environments – hydro-
gas of dinamic biphase systems intensively develops. It is caused by the important
practical appendices in various technical and technological problems (power, petro-
chemistry, mechanical engineering, aviation techniques , meteorology, hydraulic en-
gineering, etc.). One of the major areas of techniques is area of reception of energy
with use of natural and artificial sources and as safety of nuclear reactors (which now
is in the center of attention of scientific community of the world) bases on processes
evaporation in biphase systems. The circle of problems of this theme is too wide.

Prominent feature of biphase (heterogeneous) systems is presente in a stream of
several phases (system ”a liquid - firm particles”, ”a liquid – bubbles gas”, ”gas -
firm particles”, ”gas - drops”, etc.) between which there is an exchange in weight,
a pulse and energy.

The mathematical description of movement of biphase environments is connected
with the big difficulties caused by extreme complexity of their structure. The matter
is that the disperse phase, as a rule, is non-uniformly distributed on section of a
stream; its local concentration change on length of the stream, both phases move
with various speeds, their interaction renders deciding influence on the nature of
a stream. The structure of the last becomes complicated even more when carried
(disperse) phase will consist of particles of the various sizes and density.

Research hydrogas of dynamic biphase environments develops in several direc-
tions, each of which has the specificity and prominent features, as from the point of
view of the theoretical description, and experimental studying [1 - 7, 9]. The analy-
sis of known theoretical works has shown, that by present time the basic equations
of hydrodynamics of biphase systems, are established, only, at absence of influence
of external sources (drains), weights, a pulse and energy (observance of a constancy
of weight) a stream of environment. However, in many practical cases, the total
weight of a mix owing to connection (through a nontight contour) to it of new
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weight (or detachments from it) considerably changes. Such streams, frequently
meet in problems blowing (or absorbing) at management of a boundary layer, sepa-
rations systems, cooling gas turbines, jet devices, collector heat evaporation, nozzle
Laval the punched walls, confusions and diffusions channels with blow or exhaust,
the drainage systems, disseminating releases, distributive (or combined teams) oil-
and gas mains and many others. The general for the listed problems, is that current
of environment in their flowing part occurs to change of heat and weights.

For a conclusion of the basic equations of movement we shall present biphase
systems as set of the big number of various groups of particles (molecules, atoms,
drops, bubbles, firm substances, etc.), taking place in continuous, chaotic movement.
To characterize a condition of this system during the certain moment of time, it is
necessary to set position and speed of each particle. However in view of the big
number of particles and impossibility to define their initial data (speed, coordinates,
etc.), the given method of the mathematical description are unacceptable. Therefore
at the mathematical description of biphase systems it is possible to use averaging
of the description of movement, with concept of a multihigh-speed continuum and
interpenetrating movement of his components. The multihigh-speed continuum rep-
resents set of separate continuums, each of which, concerns to making (a phase or
a component) mixes and fills in the fixed volume of all system. For each of these
making continuums included in a mix, at each point of volume it is possible to
define average density, speed, temperature both other kinematic and dynamic para-
meters concerning to the continuum and the making mix, determined, as functions
of four-dimensional space fi (x, y, z, t) [6].

Proceeding from the general physical representations, it is possible to define key
parameters describing biphase system, i.e. density, speed, voltage of external forces,
etc. For this purpose we shall allocate in the biphase environment any volume of
the mix limited to a surface S. Let in some volume (we count the moment of time t
fixed) with weight m, contains n- phases with volumes V1, V2, V3, ..., Vn (V =

∑
i

Vi)

and weights m1,m2,m3, ...,mn (m =
∑
i

mi). We shall count up in the allocated

volume the volume Vi borrowed i a phase and we shall attribute it to all volume
Vi of a mix. A limit of the received quantity (at tightening V at some point a)
we shall name volumetric concentration (share) of this phase in the given point, i.e
ϕi = lim

V→0
(Vi/V ). Here and in the further reasonings of a word ”the volume is pulled

together in a point” and record V → 0 will mean transition to physically indefinite -
to small volume. We shall stop on concept to density, speed and pressure. We count
the moment of time t fixed. As density of the multiphase environment ρ we shall
understand a limit of the attitude of weight of the mix m, contained in volume V ,
to this volume, i.e ρ = lim

V→0
(m/V ).

Then true density i phases ρi = lim
Vi→0

(mi/Vi), and proportional density i phases

ρin = lim
V→0

(mi/V ). Hence, it is possible to write the following parities ρin = ρiϕi,

ρ =
∑
i

ρin =
∑
i

ρiϕi,
∑
i

ϕi = 1. Now it is possible to define speed and voltage.

Speed of the biphase environment ~u = (
∑
i

ρiϕi
−→ui)/ρ, where ~ui is speed of i phases.

Voltage of the external mass and superficial forces working on environmen, will be
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~F =
(∑

i
ρiϕi

~Fi

)
/ρ and ~σ =

∑
i

ϕi~σi (where ~Fi and ~σi are voltage of the mass and

superficial forces working on i a phase of a mix.
Besides the specified external forces, inside volume of environmen due to interac-

tion of separate phases there are still so-called forces of interaction. They are caused
by sliding of a separate phase concerning others [4,5].

Let’s imagine the biphase environment consisting from bearing and carried of
phases with evaporation. It means, that at each point with coordinates x, y, z to a
particle of substance at present time t and a having vector of speed ~ui, joins (or is
disconnected) elementary weight. The vector of speed ~u∗i on some size differs from a
vector of speed of a great bulk of a particle ~ui. As the additional elementary weight
can join the fixed particle from various directions it is necessary to enter consider-
ations: q∗i- a stream of weights, ~u∗iq∗i- a stream of a pulse and

(
e∗i + u2

∗i/2
)
q∗i- a

stream of the energy, attached to a particle for a time unit on unit of volume.
Thus, at the mathematical description of movement of the considered biphase

environment with continuous change of physical sizes laws of preservation enter the
name as the equations of balance connecting speed of change of ”full quantity”
corresponding physical size (a phase or environment) in some volume with ”stream”
of this size through a surface limiting volume and ”sources”, working inside volume.
Then for i phases of the biphase environment we shall write down the following
balance equations in the integrated form:

1) The equation of balance of weights∫
V

∂

∂t
(ρiϕi) = −

∫
S

(ρiϕiuin) dS +
∫
V

(
q∗i + (−1)i χ

)
dV, i = 1, 2, ... (1)

2) The equation of balance of pulses∫
V

∂
∂t (ρiϕi~ui) dV = −

∫
S

[(ρiϕi~ui) uin − ϕiσin] dS+

+
∫
V

[(
ρiϕi

~Fi + ~u∗iq∗i

)
+ (−1)i

(
~Ri + ~uχχ

)]
dV

(2)

3) The equation of balance of the moments of a pulse∫
V

∂
∂t (~ri × ~uiρiϕi) dV = −

∫
S

[(~ri × ~uiρiϕi) ~uin − ~ri × ϕi~σin] dS+

+
∫
V

[(
~ri × ~Fiρiϕi

)
+ (~ri × ~u∗iq∗i) + (−1)i

(
~ri × ~Ri + ~ri × ~uχχ

)]
dV

(3)

4) The equation of balance of kinetic energy∫
V

∂
∂t

(
ρiϕiu

2
i

)
dV = −

∫
S

[(
ρiϕiu

2
i /2
)
uin − ϕi~uiσin

]
dS+

+
∫
V

[(
ρiϕi

~Fi~ui + Ni + q∗iu
2
∗i/2

)
+ (−1)i

(
~Ri~ui + χu2

χ/2
)]

dV
(4)

5) The equation of balance of full energy∫
V

∂
∂t

(
ei + u2

i

)
ρiϕidV = −

∫
S

[
ρiϕi

(
ei + u2

i /2
)
uin − ϕi~uiσin + ϕi~q

∗
in

]
dS+

+
∫
V

[
(
ρiϕi

~Fi~ui + Qi + q∗iu
2
∗i/2

)
+
(
e∗i + u2

∗i/2
)
q∗i+

+(−1)i
(

~Ri~ui +
(
eχi + u2

χ/2
)
χ
)]

dV

(5)
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In these equations: ρi, ϕi, ui is true density, volumetric concentration and speed
i a phase (components); u∗i is speed attached (or disconnected) weights; q∗i is spe-
cific attached (or disconnected, thus q∗i < 0) weight; χ is specific weight of phase
transition; Fi, σi is a specific vector mass and tensor voltage of superficial forces;
uχi is speed of weight of interphase transition; ~Ri is a specific vector of interphase
forces; ~ri is radius a vector; n is an external normal; ei is specific internal energy
of i phases; e∗i, eχi is accordingly specific energy attached (or disconnected) weights
and phase transformations; Qi is intensity of interphase heat exchange; Ni is specific
capacity of internal forces; q∗i is a vector of a specific thermal stream to is i to a
phase of a mix.

In the field of continuous movements (V ∈ fi), the integrated equations of bal-
ance of weights, pulses and energy written down for i (bearing or carried) phases
(1), . . . ., (5), equivalent to the differential equations. If in the right part (1), . . . .,
(5) with help Hauss – Ostrogradski we shall transform integrals on a surface S to
integrals on volume V after corresponding transformations, we shall receive for i
phases the following differential equations of carry of weight, a pulse and energy.

1. The equation of carry of weight (the equation of indissolubility)

d

dt
(ρiϕi) + ρiϕidiv ~ui = q∗i + (−1)i χ, i = 1, 2; (6)

2. The equation of carry of a pulse (the equation of dynamics{changes})

ρiϕi

d~ui

dt
= ρiϕi

~Fi + div (ϕi~σi) + (~u∗i −−→u i) q∗i + (−1)i
[
~Ri + (~uχ − ~ui) χ

]
; (7)

3. The equation of carry of the moments of a pulse (symmetry tensor voltage)

~σijk = ~σikj ; (8)

4. The equation of carry of kinetic energy

ρiϕi

d

dt

(
u2

i

2

)
= ρiϕi

~Fi~ui + div (ϕi~σi~ui) + Ni+

+
1
2
(
u2
∗i − u2

i

)
q∗i + (−1)i

[
~Ri~ui +

1
2
(
u2

χ − u2
i

)
χ

]
; (9)

5. The equation of carry of full energy

ρiϕi

d

dt

(
ei +

u2
i

2

)
= ρiϕi

~Fi~ui + div [ϕ (~σi~ui − ~q∗i )] +
[(

e∗i +
u2
∗i
2

)
−
(

ei +
u2

i

2

)]
×

×q∗i + (−1)i
[
~Ri~ui + Qi + (Eχ − Ei) χ

]
, (10)

where

Ei = ei +
u2

i

2
;

Eχ = eχ +
u2

χ

2
.

(11)

Having combined (1), . . . , (5) or (6), . . . , (10) for environments as a whole, we
shall receive the following differential equations [7].
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Indissolubility

dρ

dt
+ ρ div ~u = q, (12)

Dynamics

ρ
d~u

dt
= ρ~F + div ~σ + (~u∗ − ~u) q, (13)

~σij = ~σji, (14)

Kinetic energy

ρ
d

dt

(
u2

2

)
= ρ

(
~F~u
)

+ div (~σ · ~u) + Ni +
1
2
(
u2
∗ − u2

)
q, (15)

Full energy

ρ
dE

dt
= ρ

(
~F · ~u

)
+ div (~σ · ~u)− div~q∗ + (E∗ − E) q, (16)

where

E = e +
u2

2
;E∗ = e∗ +

u2
∗
2

. (17)

If to deduct (15) of (16), we shall receive the following differential equation of
internal energy of environment

ρ
de

dt
= −div ~q∗ −Ni − (e− e∗) q. (18)

Expression for density of distribution of capacity of internal forces of environment
Ni can be received, comparing the equation of kinetic energy (15) with the equation
of dynamics (13). For this purpose we shall increase scalar both parts (13) on a
vector of speed of environment ~u and the received result it is comparable with (15)
then we can write

Ni = −~σ div~u − 0, 5 (~u− ~u∗)
2 q. (19)

Thus, system of the basic equations of movement of environment with heat
evaporation (i.e. with influence of external sources of weight, a pulse and energy)
we shall present in the form

dρ

dt
+ ρ div ~u = q; (20)

ρ
d~u

dt
= ρ~F +

∂~σx

∂x
+

∂~σz

∂z
+ (~u∗ − ~u) q; (21)

ρ
de

dt
= −div ~q∗ −Ni − (e− e∗) q, (22)

where Ni = −−→σ div ~u− 0, 5 (~u− ~u∗)
2 q.

From this system, at absence of external sources of weight (q = 0), a pulse
[(~u∗ − ~u) q = 0] and energy [(e− e∗) q = 0] , it is possible to receive the known equa-
tions hydro gas of dinamic [1,3,9].

The received equations are fair for the description of a making mix and environ-
ment as a whole with any physical properties. For its short circuit it is necessary
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to involve thermodynamic and rhological the equations of a condition, and also ex-
pression for a thermal stream, interphase forces, weights of phase transformations
and heat exchange between phases. These additional (determining) relations are
established at construction of mathematical model of the concrete investigated en-
vironment.

In many problems of mechanics of the continuous environment it is possible to not
take into account interaction of mechanical and thermal processes and to be limited
to extremely mechanical processes. Mathematical it means, that the equation of an
oversight and the equation of dynamics is used only, and the equation of energy is
not considered, and the field of temperatures which, for example, will influence a
field of density, is considered set of nonmechanical reasons.

The scalar equation of indissolubility (20) and three making vector equations of
dynamics (21) form system of four equations for ten unknown functions of coordi-
nates and time, namely: the density, three component of speed and six component
(it is considered, that tensor voltage is symmetric) voltage σ. From comparison of
number of the equations with number of unknown persons it is visible, that it is
necessary for us six more parities between the mentioned unknown persons. Such
parities can be found if to take into account, that the equation of indissolubility
(20) and the equation of dynamics (21) do not contain any data on characteristic
mechanical properties of the considered continuous environment. These properties
are described by the so-called determining equation, it represents tensor equation
installing communication between static and kinematic sizes. In a case isotropy
newtonian the viscous environment (a liquid or gas), most a general view of linear
communication between tensor voltage and tensor speeds of deformations (without
taking into account the second viscosity) will be

σij = −Pδij + µ

(
∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi
− 2

3
δij

∂uk

∂xk

)
(i, j, k = 1, 2, 3) , (23)

where P is pressure, δ function of Kroneker is equal to δij = 0 at i 6= j and δij = 1
at i = j (the index of summation on twice repeating index is lowered), - dynamic
viscosity of environment.

If viscosity of environment in space to count a constant ( µ = const) the equation
(21) is resulted in a kind

ρ

(
∂ui

∂t
+ uj

∂ui

∂xj

)
= ρFi −

∂p

∂xi
+ µ∇2ui +

µ

3
∂

∂xi

(
∂uj

∂xj

)
+ (u∗i − ui) q, (24)

which, at absence of sources (or drains) weights, passes in known equation Navier-
Stocks.

As in (23) new unknown function P the system (20), (21) and (23) will consist of
ten equations for eleven unknown functions is entered. To receive necessary equality
of number of the equations and numbers of unknown persons, it is necessary to
attach still the equation of a condition of environment which represents a scalar
parity between density ρ, pressure p and in temperature T , i.e. f (P, ρ, T ) = 0. For
example, the equation of a condition for the perfect gas looks like

P − ρRT = 0 (25)
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where R is a gas constant. It is supposed, that the field of temperatures is set.
To receive frequently a mechanical problem, frequently take such equation of a

condition which is not contained with temperatures. The processes, submitting to
such equations of a condition, refers to baritropikal, i.e.

ρ = f (P ) . (26)

The important special cases is isothermal processes at which the temperature of
environment is constant, and adiabatic processes at which there is no heat exchange.
Thus, if the behaviour of environment (at its movement) is described reologic equa-
tion (23), and at a condition of rest operates only normal voltage (i.e. pressure)
environment refers to newtonian. Properties of such environments, the majority of
liquids, together with gases possesses. However, are known and find practical use of
environment which do not meet these requirements. To them concern nonnewtonian
environments.

Nonnewtonian environments frequently meet in the nature and have rather a
wide circulation in techniques (especially in the oil and chemical industry). Suspen-
sions, clay solutions, etc. give examples of environments, excellent on the properties
from newtonian. Viscosity such nonnewtonian environments any more is not the size
dependent only from temperature, and becomes function of speed of shift and others
(deformations, movement, time). The basic characteristic nonnewtonian environ-
ments are curve currents (reqrems), dependences representing the schedule between

a gradient of speed (or speed of shift)
du

dr
and arising in it to tangents a voltage τ .

Curve currents (reqrems) viscously plastic (for example, low-molecular liquids, light
and easy oil) linear character has by environments, and nonnewtonian environments
are rather diverse and generally them reqrems nonlinear. Special interest represent
nonnewtonian environments in which alongside with viscosity the plastic properties
consisting available of some limiting voltage of shift after which achievement there
is a current of environment are shown also. A.H.Mirzadzhanzade, R.S.Gurbanov,
Z.P.Schulman with employees have shown, that many nonnewtonian liquids pos-
sess viscously plastic properties. For tensor voltage nonnewtonian viscously plastic
incompressible environments it is possible to write

σij =


−P + 2B

∂ui

∂xi
= −P + 2Bui,i, at i = j

B

(
∂ui

∂xj
+

∂uj

∂xi

)
= B (ui,j + uj,i) , at i 6= j.

(27)

Here on Mirzadzhanzade
B =

(
µ +

τ0

A

)
. (28)

On Schulman

B =

(
µ1/m +

τ
1/n
0

A1/m

)n

A
n
m
−1 (29)

where τ0 is an initial voltage (or a constant of a limit of fluidity), n and m are skilled
factors, A is intensity of speeds of deformation

A =
[
2 (ui,i)

2 + (ui,j + (uj,i)
2
]1/2

. (30)
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Thus, system of the equations of movement nonnewtonian viscously plastic in-
compressible environments with an external source (or a drain) weight in the carte-
sian system of coordinates looks like

ρ (∂ui/∂t + ujui, j) = ρFi − P, i + τ ij , i + (u∗i − ui) q;

ρ ui, i = q; i, j = 1, 2, 3; (31)

σij = −Pδij + τ ij ; τ ij =
{

2Bui,i at i = j
B (ui,j + uj,i) at i 6= j

B =

[
τ

1/n
◦

A1/m
+ µ1/m

]
A

n
m
−1; A =

[
2 (ui,i)

2 + (ui,j + uj,i)
2
]1/2

.

At absence of external sources (drains) of weight, from (31) it is possible to
receive the corresponding equations nonnewtonian viscously plastic incompressible
environments established by A.H.Mirzadzhanzade, Z.P.Schulman, etc.

The listed above examples by definition tensor voltage of superficial forces σij

for newtonian (23) and nonnewtonian (27) environments, do not settle all variety of
specific properties of existing environments. Mechanical properties of many environ-
ments essentially depend not only on speed of deformation, but also from duration
of deformation, and also from background of a stream of environment. To such, for
example, concern textron and reopekt environments. In them seeming viscosity in
due course change (at textron decreases, and reopekt - increases), that complicates
the analysis of the phenomenon.

Now the most investigated are reological models stationary nonnewtonian en-
vironments. The analysis has shown, that nonnewtonian by environments closely
borders more the general samples biphase (non-uniform or multiphase) the envi-
ronments which are not possessing specific molecular structures, and representing
simply mechanical mix various on a chemical compound and on a phase condition of
substances which can be both neutral, and reacting among themselves. In some cases
(for example, or solutions) it is difficult for suspension to distinguish the biphase en-
vironment from nonnewtonian as them reological properties appear rather close. As
at change of modes of current, nonnewtonian environments can lose the molecular
features and proceed on the dynamic properties in a class of biphase environments.

At drawing up of the basic equations of such movement of environments, the
question on disclosing essence tensor the voltage ~σi, concerning to i to a phase,
and also additional tensor ~Ri the phases expressing interaction having a place along
interphase borders has been left in the party. One of the basic approaches to the
decision of problems on movement of biphase environments, is preservation rehology
the equations newtonian or nonnewtonian environments. Physical ”constants” thus
as - that on the average takes into account specific features of separate components
of a mix. For environments with insignificant volumetric concentration of impurity
application to dynamic factor of viscosity of the amendment of Einstein finds

µ = µ1 (1 + kϕ) , (32)

where µ, µ1 is dynamic factors of viscosity of a mix and a bearing (liquid) phase, ϕ
is volumetric concentration, k = 2, 5- on Einstein.
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For definition tensor interphase forces ~R, it is possible to use the well-known
formula

~R = kR (~u1 − ~u2) , (33)

where ~u1, ~u2 are speeds bearing and carried phases; kR is a factor taking into account
interactions of phases [1].

If to take into account, that τ◦ = 0 and n = m = 1 (i.e. at current newtonian
incompressible environments with a source of weight) the equation (31) becomes
simpler and will become

ρ
d~u

dt
= ρ~F −∇P + (~u∗ − ~u) q + µ∇2~u, ρ∇~u = q. (34)

Under condition of movement of the perfect environment (a liquid and gas) with
an external source of weight, from (34) we shall receive

ρ
d~u

dt
= ρ~F −∇P + (~u∗ − ~u) q, ρ∇~u = q. (35)

If to consider movement of isolated streams (i.e. without external sources) from
(34) and (35) it is easy to receive corresponding equations Navier – Stocks and Euler
[2].

The analysis of above mentioned systems, the equations shows, that they (for
example,) form last equations the closed system of four equations for ux, uy, uz and P
search as against the equations (35) for the nonviscous environment, in the equations
(34) enters derivatives of the second order. It should be reflected in statement of
boundary conditions. The problem about search of a field of speeds and pressure
can be solved irrespective of a problem of search of a field of temperatures. After
functions ~u and P will be found, it is possible to search for temperature, deciding
the equation of energy.

At the decision of a thermal problem (at current of environment with evapora-
tion), as initial it is possible to use the equation of energy in the form (22). This
equation (under condition of rather small speed of current of environment, neglecting
a member dissipated to energy) we shall present in the form

ρ
de

dt
= −∇~q∗ + (e∗ − e) q. (36)

In this equation expression for specific internal energy looks like

e = CV T ; e∗ = CV T∗, (37)

and the stream of heat is set by Fourier equation

~q∗ = −λ∇T. (38)

Then the equation of energy (36) enters the name so

ρCV
dT

dt
= div (λ qradT ) + CV (T∗ − T ) q, (39)

where CV is a specific thermal capacity at constant volume; T and T∗ are temper-
atures of the current and attached weight of environment accordingly; λ is factor
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of heat conductivity. Under condition of λ = const and q = 0 (i.e. at absence of
external sources of weight) from (39) the known equation of heat conductivity easily
turns out

ρCV
dT

dt
= λ∆T. (40)

The differential equations of movement deduced on the basis of the general laws
of preservation, establish communication between time and spatial changes of speed,
pressure, temperatures in any point of environment in which there is a process of
carry of substance. Their studying enables to construct the theory of some the
physical phenomena and to solve sets engenirip physical problems. These equations
have uncountable set of private decisions. At the decision of a specific target it is
necessary to choose what satisfies to some additional conditions following from his
physical sense from all these decisions. Such additional conditions are so-called ini-
tial and boundary conditions more often. Entry conditions are set only at studying
non-stationary processes and consists that for some moment of time t = t0 (usually
believe t = 0) should be function, for example u|t=0 = u (x, y, z), P |t=0 = P (x, y, z)
and T |t=0 = T (x, y, z) spatial coordinates is known. Alongside with initial condi-
tions, it is necessary to put and boundary conditions. Under condition of carry of
the viscous environment with a source or a drain of weight (i.e. at presence blow or
exhaust substances through a wall) boundary conditions on nontight surfaces differ
from corresponding conditions on an impenetrable wall. In this case the normal
component of speed on a surface is not equal to zero and are defined under the set
charge through a wall [6]

(ρ un)ω = f (s, t) , (41)

where f (s, t) is the set function describing mass speed blowing or absorbing of
substance through a wall, an ω index concerns to parameters on a wall. Conditions
of sliding (i.e. a tangent a component of speed) on a wall

(uτ )ω =
(

λ∗
∂uτ

∂n

)
ω

, (42)

where λ∗ is the factor proportional to permeability of a material of a wall or the
characteristic size. Last expression has the same kind, as well as a condition of
sliding on a wall in the theory of rarefied gas where λ∗ the size means length of free
run of molecules. At λ∗ → 0 expression (42) passes in usual conditions of sticking
for a tangent of making speed. In some conditions it is possible to accept

(Uτ )ω = U∗, (43)

where U∗- dynamic speed.
As a thermal boundary condition the temperature of a wall (a boundary con-

dition of the first sort), a thermal stream through a wall (a boundary condition of
the second sort), density of a thermal stream can be set due to heat conductivity (a
boundary condition of the third sort) and heat exchange of a surface of a body with
an environment (a boundary condition of the fourth sort):

T = Tω, −λ
∂T

∂n
= qω.
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qω = α (Tω − T ) , λ
∂T

∂n
=
(

λ
∂T

∂n

)
ω

. (44)

Here is α factor of heat exchange , qω is density of a thermal stream on a wall.
Except for the considered boundary conditions there are also other boundary

conditions with which it is necessary to deal by consideration of various problems.
Thus, the mathematical problem, having the purpose to describe the validity,

should meet the following basic requirements: 1) the decision should exist, 2) the
decision should be the only thing and 3) the decision should be steady. It means,
that small changes of any of the data of a problem should cause accordingly small
changes of the decision.

The problem satisfying all three requirements, refers to correctly as a task in
view. To solve a regional problem - means to find all functions satisfying the given
differential equation and the given regional conditions. For various special cases
of the proof of theorems of existence and uniqueness for regional problems by the
example of carry of heat (heat conductivity) are available. However in the general
view of proofs of these theorems while is not present. As at the decision various
heat physical problems existence of the decision follows from the statement of a
problem further we shall assume existence of the decision and his uniqueness proved
for investigated regional problems.

Developing mathematical model of the process occuring in the microscopic envi-
ronment, after statement of regional conditions it is necessary to proceed to mathe-
matical research of process. For this purpose it is necessary to receive the decision
of a regional problem - exact or approached.

At the exact decision of regional problems of movement of environment there
are big mathematical difficulties. The exact decision manages to be received at the
simplified statement of a problem for the most simple models of environment. In
practice it is necessary to deal with current of environment in the field of complex
geometry, with non-uniform distribution of speed, pressure and temperatures. All
this results in necessity of application of numerical methods and decisions of prob-
lems on the modern COMPUTERS which are carrying out enough big (over hundred
thousand) operations in a second.

Analyzing sequence of numerical decisions a method of final differences, it is
possible to note the following stages. The area continuous change of arguments is
replaced with the final set of points (units) named a grid. Instead of function of
continuous argument the function of discrete argument certain in units of a grid and
named net function is considered.

The derivatives which are included in the differential operator, it is approximated
by attitudes, the differential equations thus are replaced with system of the algebraic
equations (different the equation). Regional conditions also are replaced different
with regional conditions for net function [8].

After realization of such procedure we come to algebraic system of the equations.
Thus the problem about the numerical decision of the initial differential equation
is reduced to a problem about a presence of the decision of the received algebraic
system.

Despite of big a variety of methods of finite differences, to the most effective for
appendices is, in opinion of authors, a method homogeneous different circuits [10],
steady on any accessible grids and are suitable at the same computing algorithms.
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